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After the tournament and the exploding of Heihachi Mishima. Rayman and Sonic wake up and Sonic
goes to the Black Tower. Rayman and his friends go after him on an adventure!! Read r1, r2 & r3
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Rayman .VS. Sonic the Hedgehog: Part 4: The journey to the Black Tower.

(After the tournament has ended, Heihachi died and the audience left Rayman and Sonic the Hedgehog
finally recover, they want to wipe each other out once and for all.)

Rayman: Hey, I'm awake!! Have I won?

Sonic: No, I'm awake too!!

Rayman: Wha-!!??

Sonic: Heihachi died on us!!

Rayman: So. I still need to win this tournament!!

Sonic: Catch me if you can!! KNUCLES!! TAILS!!

(Knuckles and Tails, His best friends come from under the stage)

Knuckles: Hey, whats up? Need a hand?

Tails: Hi, Sonic!!!

Sonic: Guys we're leaving on my flying motorbike.

Knuckles: It's yours? Tails made it!

Tails: That's Okay, Sonic can have it!!

(Globox and Murphy come from the benches) 

Murphy: Don't let `em get away!!

(They go off on the bike)

Rayman: Now where'd they get off to?



Globox: The Black Tower!

Rayman: How do you know?

Globox: I listened to Tails and Knuckles talking to find out!!

Murphy: You spied on `em. You sly devil

Rayman: YAHOOOO! Globox you're a genius!!!

Globox: Please, Don't flatter me!!

Murphy: Well. I have to go and look after the Chocobos!!!

Rayman: Come with us.

Murphy: Okay, okay. Come on!

(After a day of travelling they came across a chapel)

Globox: Awwww. What a pretty little place!!

Mystery voice: Hey!

Rayman: Who said that?

Mystery Voice: Look up!!!

(Globox saw a big-breasted woman standing on the ruins)

Globox: Who are you?

Mystery Voice: The name's Ivy

Rayman: Hi, have you heard of Sonic the Hedgehog?

Ivy: Sonic? Wielder of the Souledge sword? My sworn enemy!

Globox: You know him? Wow! Sonic possesses the evil sword, does he? I didn't know that!

Ivy: Are you after the sword too? Or do you want to destroy it like I do?

Murphy: We just wanna beat Sonic!!!

Ivy: Well you'll need more than three people to do that!! I'll come with you!!

Rayman: Do you know anybody who can help us?



Ivy: Yes. I know an assassin known as Nina. She could help you.

Globox: And where exactly can we find this Nina!?

Ivy: She fights in The King of Ironfist Tournament in Osaka.

Rayman: Can you take us there?

Ivy: Sure!!

(Their great quest continues)
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